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Custer, SD.  Landing in Rapid City, I was overcome by the beauty of a fiery sunset 
accentuated by charcoal black cumulus clouds.  Later, I watched as innumerable bolts of 
lightning emblazoned the hot summer night miles away.  If only this spectacular show of 
nature were not both the cause and effect of a forest fire set by arsonists two days 
earlier and destined to grow to 83,500 acres before it would be contained. 
 
The Jasper Fire, as it was to become known, paled in comparison to the fires still 
burning out of control in Montana and Idaho, but it was to become “mine”.  Determined 
to get into the combat zone, I soon found myself in base camp and within the heart of 
the firefighting efforts led by Incident Commander Bill Waterbury, responsible for 
coordinating the activities of 14 federal and state agencies (including the U.S. Coast 
Guard!).  902 professional (25% of the force) and volunteer firefighters, including 33 men 
who had just driven 18 hours non-stop from Minnesota aboard antiquated fire engines, 
20 hand-crews, 127 engines, 26 dozers and 3 helicopters did their best to battle the 
flames which sometimes raced across the brush and countryside as fast as 2 miles/hour. 
 
Whether male or female (estimated to comprise 10-20% of the force), all of the 
combatants reporting for “arduous duty” had to pass a rigorous physical and complete a 
3-mile walk carrying a 45-pound pack within 45 minutes.  Men were housed in mobile 
military barracks or government-issued pup tents in base camp.  Women were quartered 
at the nearby KOA campground.  Native American volunteers commuted in from the 
local reservation daily, as did the crews volunteered by the South Dakota Department of 
Corrections.  Many were college students volunteering for altruistic reasons, the 
adrenaline rush and/or the pay ($6-7/hour plus overtime).  Desperate to maintain this 
force of seasonal workers, Wyoming, Montana and Idaho have officially extended this 
fall’s college start date for firefighters by three weeks.  Supported by the National Guard 
and more than 100 state patrolmen mobilized for traffic control, these firefighters 
encountered the heartfelt and sweet gratitude of the local residents:  The children of 
Rapid City organized a cookie drive; Custer residents promoted a cookie cook-off; two 
elderly ladies delivered truck-loads of home-baked cookies to base camp each day. 
 
Issued a bright yellow Nomax shirt, green army pants, a yellow hard-hat and an 
aluminum fire shelter, I was accompanied onto the fire lines by Russ Bacon, Information 
Officer.  There, I encountered total blackness, rivaled only by the complete darkness 
experienced days earlier when touring one of the many subterranean limestone caverns 
beneath the now appropriately named Black Hills.  The flashpoint was indeed near Jewel 
Cave National Monument, home to Lodgepole and Ponderosa pines, some as old as 
500 hundred years.  Now, mere skeletal shadows remained, gnarled and twisted by the 
extreme heat—some still smoldering, others actually flaming, all enveloped by the odor 
of an ever-pervasive campfire.  Walking upon the fine ash amidst the denuded forest, I 
was struck by the immensity of the destruction and the resulting quiet:  No leaves 
rustled, no animals scampered, no birds fluttered. 
 
But my guide saw beyond the apocalypse and into the future.  As per National Forest 
policy, salvageable trees will be harvested for lumber, weakened trunks endangering 



roadways and trails will be logged, contour felling will be used to bisect hazardous 
slopes, and almost immediately saplings will be planted in an effort to rejuvenate the 
once proud forest.  He foretold of an increase in the population of deer and elk once the 
newly opened grasslands and mountain meadows provided fresh grazing opportunities.  
Smaller mammals, however, would be at greater risk, as the barren landscape would no 
longer provide shelter from predators.  Time would eventually heal these wounds, but for 
now man had to be content with even the smallest step toward recovery. 
 
Determined to embark upon that road as soon as possible, I found Ranger Speckel of 
the National Park Service lovingly applying his third coat of high-gloss varnish to the 
floor of an historic log cabin.  Surrounded on all sides by the charred remnants of the 
forest, the tiny structure stood unscathed in an oasis of green:  A heavy coat of flame 
retardant foam and a ten-foot clearing of brush encircling the cabin had done their job.  
And so, Jewel Cave reopened only ten days after the fires ravaged the park! 
 
Yellowstone National Park.  Entering the park from the northeast, I couldn’t help but 
notice the seemingly endless hillsides of barren trees.  Devastated by the great fire of 
1988, the slopes in all directions appeared gray and bleak.  At the top of each crest, 
single spires stood starkly against the horizon, commemorating the forest which once 
covered these 739,880 acres. 
 
As I approached, I found myself inside the desolated forest—still gray and still barren.  
Most trees remained upright although many had fallen and begun their slow process of 
deterioration.  Others would follow suit within the next ten years.  Further south and 
west, as I descended into slightly lower elevations and entered into the warmer climate 
of the thermally active areas of the park, I saw green!  Uniformly three feet tall and lush 
in color, this new growth carpeted the forest floor.  Branchless poles of dead pines stood 
silent guard and ramrod straight amidst the budding saplings.  Yet, it was clear that the 
new would beat out the old and I gazed upon nature’s ability to renew itself with wonder, 
awe and an extreme sense of joy. 
 
I became witness to the beginning of an oft-repeated cycle which lasts 250-300 years.  
Dominated by Lodgepole pine, Yellowstone saw its last big fire in the early 1700’s:  
Seeds from cones opened by the intense heat fell upon ashen soils and were nurtured 
by the prodigious sunlight now shining directly upon the earth.  Less hardy seedlings 
competing for water and warmth yielded to their brethren.  Others succumbed to beetle 
infestations.  Natural selection thinned the forest which otherwise grew and thrived until 
it matured and reached its stage of maximum vulnerability. 
 
Record temperatures and unusually low levels of humidity set the stage for the fire 
season of 1988.  Although lightning ignited most of the 249 fires burning within the 
greater Yellowstone area, many were caused by the careless and thoughtless behavior 
of humans.  It took $120 million and 250,000 firefighters months to regain control as the 
fires raced through the crowns of the trees and over the brush-bedecked landscape, 
ultimately destroying 36% of the park. 
 
Fire management policy changed after this.  Work began almost immediately to heal the 
land.  Fire lines, bulldozed and hand-hewn, were mapped and restored to their natural 
state.  Specialists, including hydrologists, geologists, soils and range management 
experts, botanists, engineers, archaeologists and forestry administrators were called 
upon to assess the damage and develop a plan for burned area emergency 



rehabilitation (BAER).  While National Forest policy dictates active intervention, park 
policy is to leave nature undisturbed and allow it to take its own course toward revival. 
 
Less than 1% of the affected area was burned at temperatures hot enough to sterilize 
the soil and preclude reforestation.  Spring rains, which fell upon the nutrient-rich soils, 
caused a medley of new growth to sprout.  Although fewer moose now live within the 
park boundaries, most other animals thrived upon the newly opened pastures.  Willow 
thickets are still too scarce to attract foraging moose that have for the moment moved on 
to browse on elsewhere. 
 
Today’s fire management policy calls for prescribed burning.  Although an indefinite 
moratorium currently exists within the National Park Service, these fires are deliberately 
set and carefully controlled by the National Forest Service and the Bureau of Land 
Management.  Recognizing the importance of reducing combustible fuels, commercial 
logging and new road construction have been supplemented by managed burns of over 
2.4 million acres this year alone.  Providing areas of defensible space, firefighting crews 
are able to gain a foothold where prescribed fires have previously cleared brush and 
thinned forests.  Crown fires, devoid of fuel are forced to drop from the treetops to 
ground level where they are combatable and cannot be spread further by swift winds. 
 
Usually beneficial, an occasional prescribed burn, if mismanaged, will flare up and get 
out of hand.  Due in part to human error and the uncontrollable vagrancies of the 
weather, the Cerro Grande Fire near Los Alamos, NM did indeed create unnecessary 
suffering and damage.  Yet, the findings of an independent review board (published 
5/26/00) concluded that the prescribed burn program should “remain an essential tool for 
good resource management”. 


